
Lahore Board 
  Class 9th ء2021
     (Chemistry) 

(Group - I) Objective  
 

NOTE: Four possible answers A, B, C and D to each question are given. The 
choice which you think is correct, fill that circle in front of that question with 
Marker or Pen ink in the answer book Cutting or filling two or more circles will 
result in zero mark in that question. 
 
1. The scale of temperature in Keivin scale starts from (“C) 
 
(A)   100  
(B)    -1)1) 
(C)   273  
(D)   273  
 
2. The apparent charge assigned to an atomj of an element in a molecule or in an 
ion is called: 
(A)   Electronegativity     
(B)   Oxidation number 
(C)   Ionization potential 
(D)      Bond 
 
3. Along the period, which one of the following decreases from right to left: 
(A)     Atomic radius 
(B)   Ionization energy 
(C)   Electron affinity 
(D)   Electronegativity 
 
4. The number of grams of solute dissolved in 100 cm3 of the solution is called %: 
(A)   v/m 
(B)  v/v 
(C)   m/v 
(D)  m/m 
 
5. This metal is used to make jewelry items because of its unique characteristics: 
(A)    Zinc 
(B)   Sodium 
(C)   Platinum 
(D)  Lead 
 



6.  For the mass number, we use symbol: 
(A)   Z 
(B)   P 
(C)   n 
(D)   A 
 
7. The electrons that pair up to form a chemical bond are called: 
(A)  Cations  
(B)  Anions 
(C)   Bond pair 
(D)  Lone pair 
 
8. He is considered the father of nuclear science: 
(A)  Rutherford    
(B)    Bohr 
(C)   Newton 
(D)  Dalton 
9.  The proportion of a solute in a solution is called: 
(A)   Percentage 
(B)   Concentration 
(C)   Molarity 
(D)   Solubility 
 
10. The chemical bond by mutual sharing of their valence shell electrons is called: 
(A)  lonic 
(B)   Covaent 
(C)   Metallic 
 (D)  Co-ordinate 
 
11. Elements of group 13 to 18 have their valence electrons in subshell: 
 
(A)   s 
(B)  p 
(C)   d 
 
 (D) f 
 
12.  The loss of electrons by an atom or an ion during a chemical reaction is 
termed as: 
(A)   
(B)    
(C)    



(D)    
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Q. No. 2: Write short answers any five of the following.  (5 x 2 = 10) 
Write down the empirical formula of glucose and silica. 
Define mole and give example. 
Define element write the name of element that occurs in liquid state. 
How nucleus was discovered by Rutherford? 
Define electronic configuration. 
State modern periodic law. Who put forward this law? 
Write the trend of shielding effect in the periodic table. 
Why elements of group 1st and 2nd are called “S” block elements? 
 
Q. No 3: Write short answers of any Five of the Following.  (5 x 2 = 10) 
 
Write down the name of four types of chemical bonds. 
Differentiate between donor and accepter in coordinate covalent bond. 
How is polar covalent bond formed? 
How does intermolecular forces affect the evaporation of a liquid? 
How does temperature affect vapour pressure of a liquid? 
What is difference between saturated and unsaturated solution? 
What is meant by volume/mass % (v/m%)? 
How can you distinguish between solution and a pure liquid? 
 
Q. No. 4:  Write short answers any of five of the following. (5 x 2 = 10) 
 
What do you mean by oxidizing agent? Give an example. 
What do you mean by rust? Write its equation. 
Define oxidation number/ 
What do you mean by redox reaction? Give an example. 
Name four moderately reactive metals. 
Give the trend of electro positivity in a group and a period. 
Write any two uses of platinum. 
What do you mean by non-metals? 
 
 
 



 
NOTE: Attempt any two questions from this part. (9 x 2 = 18) 
 
Q5. 
(a) Write down any five differences between. Rutherford’s atomic theory and Bohr’s 

atomic theory.   4 
(b) Explain compound and give its classification.     5 
 
Q6. 
(a) Define di-pole di-pole interaction and explain it whith an example.    4 
(b) Explain that evaporation is a continuous and cooling process.   5 
Q7. 
(a) Define electroplating and explain the electroplating of chromium.    4 
(b) How much NaOH is required to prepare it’s 500 cm3 of 0.4M solution.    5 
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1. The amount of NaOH required to prepare 1.0 M solution is: 
 
(A)   20 g 
(B)    30 g 
(C)   40 g 
(D)   80 g 
 
2. A bond pair in covalent molecules usually has: 
 
(A)   One electron 
(B)    Three electrons 
(C)   Two electrons 
(D)      Four electrons 
 
3. Which metal is found in liquid state: 
 
(A)     Silver 
(B)   Iron 
(C)   Copper 
(D)   Mercury 
 
4. Which one of the following is not a triatomic molecule: 
 
(A)   H2 
(B)  O3 
(C)   H2O 
(D)  CO3 
 
5. The oxidation number of chlorine in KClO3 is: 
 
(A)    +7 
(B)    +6 
(C)   +5 



(D)  +4 
 
6. Which one of the following shell consists of one subshell: 
 
(A)   K shell 
(B)   L shell 
(C)   M shell 
(D)   N shell 
 
7. The formula of rust is: 
 
(A)   Fe3O3 
(B)  Fe OH2 
(C)   Fe (OH)3 NH2 O 
(D)  Fe (OH)3 
 
8. Long form of periodic table consists of: 
 
(A)     8 periods 
(B)    7 periods 
(C)   10 periods 
(D)  18 periods 
 
9.  Along the period which one of the following decreases: 
 
(A)   Atomic radius 
(B)   Electron affinity 
(C)   Ionization energy 
(D)   Electronegativity 
 
10. The equation of Boyle’s law is: 
 
(A)  P = vt 
 
(B)   𝑘 
 
(C)   𝐾 
 
(D)  PV  = k 
 
11. Bond formed between two non -metals is expected to be: 
 



(A)   Ionic 
(B)  Covalent 
(C)   Metallic 
 (D) Coordinate covalent 
 
12.  Solubility is defined as number of grams of solute dissolved in …….of solvent 
to prepare saturated solution at particular temperature: 
(A)  100 mg 
(B)   100 kg 
(C)   100 g 
(D)   1000 g 
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Q. No. 2: Write short answers any five of the following.  (5 x 2 = 10) 
 
Differentiate between atomic number and mass number. 
What is the difference between physical and chemical properties? Give an example of 
each. 
Why ionic compounds have high melting and boiling points? 
Write down electronic configuration of aluminum according to shells and subshells. 
Differentiate between shell and subshell with examples. 
Describe the trend of electronegativity. 
Define ionization energy. 
Write two features of long form of periodic table. 
 
Q. No 3: Write short answers of any Five of the Following.  (5 x 2 = 10) 
 
Define octet rule and duplet rule. 
Define double covalent bond with one example. 
What is hydrogen bonding? 
What is absolute zero? 
How intermolecular forces affects evaporation? 
Define aqueous solution with one example. 
What is percentage mass/volume (3/0 m/v) 
Define saturated and unsaturated solution. 
 
Q. No. 4:  Write short answers any of five of the following. (5 x 2 = 10) 
 
Define reducing agent. 
What is meant by rust? 
Define electrochemical cell. 
What is meant by strong electrolytes? Give example. 
Why is copper used for making electrical wires? 
Define non-metals. 
What is meant by electro positivity? 
Write down the reaction of fluorine with water. 
 



NOTE: Attempt any two questions from this part. (9 x 2 = 18) 
 
Q5. 
(a) What were the results concluded by Rutherford in his experiment?    4 
(b) Define molecule and explain its types.    5 
 
Q6. 
(a) Explain dipole-dipole interaction with example of HC.    4 
(b)  State Boyle’s law and derive its equation.    5 
Q7. 
(a) Define electroplating and explain the electroplating of chromium.   4 
(b) What id molarity? Write its formula and explain how one molar solution of sodium 

hydroxide (NaOH) is prepared? 
 




